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 Furthermore, children whose circumstances set them apart to be different begin to feel approved and
safe. Each book carries a Kids' Quiz to reinforce new info and Ten Tips for Teachers to provide additional
facts and suggestions for teacher make use of.These beautifully illustrated and fun-to-read storybooks
simplify and normalize complicated childhood conditions, like cystic fibrosis. When read out loud, other
children can determine why a peer may be treated differently and commence to empathize with them.In
Taking Cystic Fibrosis to School, Jessie explains to her classmates that even though she has cystic fibrosis,
she can still attend school.
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My 9 yo CFer loved it! Good intro to CF. there are many developments in CF therapy every year, so this
publication must be updated. Some of the information is wrong. Great Boook My child has Cystic Fibrosis
and this book is great! I highly recommend it for youngsters with CF and their siblings. Good to learn
what your child is going through. It isn't exactly what is going on in my own students life nonetheless it
was very close. Five Stars Great!it can help us explane to him and additional kids his age in what it really
is and isnt. Great resource for parents and fun for kids As a mother or father educator and a mom of 2
kids with cystic fibrosis, I can't say enough about this book and the complete series actually (there's one
for diabetes, asthma and several other conditions). There is nothing "scary" in it about having CF, it is
informative, matter-of-fact and hopeful. Small children learn greatest from images and the artwork in that
is great.My very own two children (with CF) loved it if they were younger and received a black and white
version from the CF clinic simply because a coloring book. Good to know what your kid is going through
Good book.Parenting Kids With Health Issues: Essential Equipment, Tips, and Tactics designed for
Raising Kids With Chronic Illness, MEDICAL AILMENTS, and Special Healthcare Needs Informative and
an excellent read for kids This book is terrific.For a parenting reserve about how to raise kids who have
CF and other health issues, see:  It is ideal for any child that's initially years of college. It educates the
reader about cystic fibrosis and assists children in working with classmates or friends and also require
cystic fibrosis. There must be more books of the kind. My seven 12 months old son thought it was
informative and fun to learn.
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